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Great progress in numerical simulation of physical processes in Hall thrusters is evident at present time. The most promising direction in this area is fully kinetic models.
They allow seeing detailed distributions of Hall thruster discharge plasma parameters
without taking into account considerable assumptions. Despite significant computational
costs of fully kinetic models it is possible now to perform numerical simulation of lowmid power Hall thrusters at reasonable time. Goals of research conducted within this
work were to predict integral characteristics and discover structure of plasma discharge
in low-power Hall thrusters created in Keldysh Research Center. Special software package for numerical solution of the model was developed to investigate these objectives.
The software package was tested on model problems and approved by modeling a set of
operational modes of low-power Hall thruster. Theoretical model is two-dimensional in
space and three dimensional in velocities and treats electrons, ions and neutrals as particles. Kinetic equations are solved using particles method while collisions are modeled by
Monte-Carlo method. Dynamics of all types of particles is traced on the electron time
scale. Electric field is self-consistent and found from Poisson equation solution. Different
materials (metal or ceramic) of discharge chamber interior were taken into account as
boundary conditions. Secondary electron emission is taken into account too. All results
and trends are in a good agreement with experimental data. Some discrepancies with experiment call for improvements in model. With the help of simulation results there was
gained an idea about structure of discharge in Hall thruster. In particular there were
found dependence of ionization core and temperature position on magnetic field topology. Also there was explained the growth of thrust efficiency with the raise of discharge
power.

I.

Introduction

Modern stage of rocket space technology evolution assumes extending application of electric propulsion. One
of the rapid developing trends in electric propulsion is development and application of propulsion systems with Hall
thrusters. Hall thrusters have a number of advantages in comparison to other types of electric propulsion. Namely
they are simplicity of design, wide range of output characteristics, good efficiency and mass-dimension rate. That is
why Hall thrusters are carrying out various tasks of orbit correction onboard of spacecrafts.
Numerical simulation of Hall thrusters is useful for both theoretical investigation and engineering. Modern 2D
models allow seeing distributions of plasma density and potential, temperature of plasma components, distribution
of particles flows in the simulation region. This gives ability to predict life-time, to optimize design and improve
performance of Hall thrusters.
This paper describes fully kinetic model of plasma dynamics in Hall thrusters and its application to KM-37 Hall
thruster created in Keldysh Research Center. Numerical algorithm and software package were built by S.V. Irishkov.
The software developed for numerical simulation allows easy creation and modifying of simulation region and
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boundary conditions at each segment. Software has advanced means for visualization and animation of nonstationary processes. Numerical algorithm allows performing computational experiments on ordinary workstations.
This paper demonstrates results of computational experiments aimed for prediction of integral characteristics,
investigation of discharge structure and discovering of the influence of magnetic field topology on distribution of
plasma parameters and integral characteristics of Hall thruster. The structure of this paper is following. Model description includes substantiation of simulation region, statement of system of equations and boundary conditions.
Then there are described numerical algorithm, scheme of solution, numerical methods and testing. Analysis of integral characteristics and plasma parameters distributions, their trends and dependences are described in the results
section.

II.

Model Description

For model description it is necessary to choose Hall thruster, define simulation region and put requirements to
physics of the model.
A. Simulation region
Low-power Hall thruster KM-37 was chosen for numerical simulation. Discharge chamber of KM-37 has nearanode extension made of non-magnetic steel isolated from other parts of construction. Further to exit of Hall thruster
the discharge chamber is bounded by ceramic rings (see figure 1). Modern probe measurements of plasma parameters that have been carried out for Hall thruster of similar design of discharge chamber but of different power range,
show that the significant drop of potential between anode and cathode occurs not only in discharge chamber but beyond the thruster exit section. The role of cathode plasma is also important for plasma discharge. The structure and
position of anode and cathode plasma are of great interest too. Thus the simulation region must cover both the area
of discharge chamber and the region beyond the thruster exit section as it is shown on figure 1. To account for real
magnetic fields and trajectories of particles it is necessary to state axisymmetric 2D model.

Figure 1. Schematic plot of KM-37 Hall thruster along with simulation region.
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B. Plasma particles
The model considers the following components of plasma – electrons, single charged ions and neutral atoms.
Each component is described by distribution function that satisfies kinetic equation. It is supposed that distribution
function of each plasma component is two dimensional in the space and three dimensional in velocities – 2D3V.
Neutrals are injected to simulation region through the gap between anode and metal wall having half maxwellian distribution function with temperature T0 that is near to the anode temperature. Estimations show that neutrals
free path is about tenth of centimeters that is larger than discharge chamber length. Thus it is supposed that neutrals
don’t undergo collisions between each other in simulation region. The model doesn't consider residual pressure in
vacuum chamber test facility. Thus here is modeled free-molecular gas outflow to vacuum.
Neutrals distribution function satisfies kinetic equation augmented by terms describing processes of ion-neutral
charge exchange and neutrals losses due to ionization:
∂f n
∂f
+ V jn n = −neσ iυ e f n + nnσ exchangeυ ion f ion − niσ exchangeυ ion f n , (1)
∂t
∂x j

where fn – neutrals distribution function, fion – ions distribution function, σexchange – charge-exchange cross section,
σi – ionization cross section, υe – velocity of interacting electrons, ne – density of electrons, υion – velocity of inter-

acting ions, Vn – neutrals velocity.
Ions distribution function satisfies kinetic equation augmented by terms describing processes of ion-neutral
charge exchange and ions birth due to ionization:
∂f ion
∂f ion
∂f ion
e
+ υ ion
+
E j + υ ion × B j
= neσ iυ e f n + niσ exchangeυ ion f n − nnσ exchangeυ ion f ion , (2)
j
ion
∂t
∂x j mion
∂υ j

( [

])

where E – electric field, B – magnetic field, mion – ion mass, υion – ions velocity.
Electrons distribution function satisfies kinetic equation augmented by terms describing change of distribution
function due to processes of collisions with neutrals, coulomb collisions and electrons birth due to ionization:
∂f e
∂f
∂f e
e
+ υ ej e −
E j + [υ e × B ] j
=
∂t
∂x j me
∂υ ej
(3)

(

)

= I + nnσ iυ e ( f e′_ ionization − f e ) + nnσ iυ e f e0 + nnσ 0υ e ( f e′_ elastic − f e ) + nnσ exυ e ( f e′_ ex − f e ),

where fe – electrons distribution function, fe0 – born electrons distribution function, with strokes are designated distribution functions of primary electrons after corresponding processes, σi , σ0 , σex - cross sections of ionization,
elastic scattering with neutrals, inelastic neutrals excitation scattering, I – integral of coulomb collisions.
C. Boundary conditions
The model distinguishes five types of boundaries: 1) free boundary, 2) impenetrable dielectric wall, 3) impenetrable conductor wall, 4) anode and 5) axis of symmetry. All particles undergo specular reflection at the axis of
symmetry. Normal component of electric field is taken to be zero at the axis of symmetry.

Neutral atoms
At the impenetrable wall (dielectric or conductor) neutrals undergo diffusive reflection with thermal velocity
defined by the temperature of the wall. This is used as boundary condition for equation (1). Neutral atoms are able to
leave simulation region through free boundaries.
Ions
At the impenetrable wall (dielectric or conductor) ions recombine with electron and neutral is emitted off the
wall with thermal velocity defined by the temperature of the wall. Ions are able to leave simulation region through
free boundaries – mean velocity and their mass are collected to calculate thrust and specific impulse.
Electrons and model of near-wall sheath
Electrons are accommodated at the anode. Their charge is collected and averaged over ions time – this produces
electron component of discharge current. Electrons undergo specular reflection at the horizontal free boundary to
emulate collisions with front wall of Hall thruster. Electrons can leave vertical free boundary.
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Near-wall sheath of potential drop is defined self consistently considering secondary electron emission (SEE) at
the metal walls. Floating potential is calculated using total charge accommodated on the metal surface and its capacitance. The floating potential is used as boundary condition for Poisson equation.
The net near-wall potential drop at dielectric wall is found in plane condenser approximation and used as a
boundary condition for electrons reflection. If normal to the wall component of electrons energy is less than the
value of potential drop then electron is reflected specularly. If electron has enough energy to overcome potential
drop it is eliminated and a number of secondary electrons defined by SEE coefficient are diffusively emitted from
the wall. The energy of secondary electrons entering simulation region is set to ESEE + Uw (ESEE is taken to 2 eV).
Primary electrons transmit negative charge to the wall whereas secondary electrons charge the wall positively.
Poisson equation
Potential at the anode boundary is set to the value of Hall thruster anode potential respectively to the ground.
Potential of the metal wall is floating and calculated during numerical simulation. Potential at free boundaries is set
to the value near to the potential of the cathode relatively to the ground. At the dielectric wall and axis of symmetry
we assume that potential derivative normal to the wall is zero.
Modeling of the cathode plasma
Free boundaries of simulation region are located in the area of cathode plasma. Thus it is necessary to set
boundary conditions corresponding to the processes in cathode plasma. The main problem is providing the flow of
electrons required for sustaining discharge. The balance between ion beam current and discharge current in the Hall
thruster is observed at stationary state of discharge and during time intervals much greater than inverse plasma frequency ωp-1. We tried to implement this approach in the model but as a result the number of electrons injected to
simulation region from cathode plasma was excessive so discharge became unstable.
Thus we turned to quasineutrality model. The number of electrons necessary to provide quasineutrality (ΣNe ≈
ΣNi) at free boundaries is loaded at each time step. If there are an excess of electrons ΣNe > ΣNi no electrons loaded.
The points of introducing cathode electrons are defined randomly through free boundary. It is assumed that cathode
electrons are maxwellian with the temperature about Te-cat ≈ 2 eV. The number of injected electrons is raised to dimension of electrical current and stored during simulation. It was found that quasineutrality model provides the
value of cathode current near to discharge current.

D. Modeling collisions
As it was mentioned earlier the free path of neutrals exceeds length of simulation region. Thus it is possible to
neglect neutral-neutral scattering. Ion-neutral elastic scattering is also neglected due to infinitesimal effect. Other
collisions are modeled using Monte-Carlo methodology. We are using experimental electron-neutral elastic scattering cross section1 along with experimental electron-neutral inelastic excitation cross section2. The cross section of
electron-neutral ionization is taken from3. The ion-neutral charge exchange is also modeled by Monte-Carlo methodology. It is supposed that ion and neutral are exchanging their velocities. The cross section of charge exchange
was taken from4. Coulomb interactions are considered as pair collisions with large angle scattering.
The summary of collisions is listed in the table 1.
Table 1. Basic plasma collisions in the model.
Type of collision
considered
Coulomb electron interactions
yes
Elastic electron-neutral scattering
yes
Inelastic electron-neutral excitation
yes
Electron-neutral ionization
yes
no
Double ionization electron-neutral
Bulk electron-ion recombination
no
Electron-Ion double ionization
no
Coulomb ion interactions
no
Ion-neutral charge exchange
yes
Ion-neutral scattering
no
Neutral-Neutral scattering
no
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III.

Numerical algorithm

Kinetic equations (1-3) describing particles distribution functions are solving using "particle-grid" model. Elementary plasma particles are considered as macroparticles. Macroparticle represents an assembly of neutrals, ions or
electrons. Scheme of numerical algorithm is shown on the figure 2.
Free molecular neutral gas outflow is modeled before main iterations by injecting neutral macroparticles in the
simulation region. After neutrals flow is established, neutrals population is depleted by modeling ionization with
constant rate. This makes the density of neutrals to fall exponentially towards discharge chamber exit. Depletion
procedure is necessary to avoid initial discharge current peaks connected with excess of neutrals. Then initial plasma
is introduced in simulation region. Distribution function of initial plasma particles is maxwellian with the 50 eV
temperature.
Then numerical algorithm proceeds to main iterations cycle. Charge of macroparticles is distributed to grid
nodes. Grid values of charge are then used to solve Poisson equation. Electrical field is found by differentiating the
potential distribution. Lorenz force is then interpolated to each particle position. Knowing the force applied to particle it is moved by one time step. Then algorithm performs Monte-Carlo collisions. Thus new distribution functions
of particles are obtained.
Necessary number of neutrals is injected to represent neutral gas feed. Cathode plasma is maintained by loading
electrons to free boundaries. Main cycle is then repeated.

A. Interpolation particles to grid
The most optimal approach for
weighting particle charge and density
to the grid is Particle-In-Cell (PIC)
method. Particle density is weighted
to grid nodes by bilinear interpolation.
The value of mesh function (for
example electric or magnetic field) in
arbitrary position within the grid cell
is interpolated by method inverse to
weighting of density.
B. Electric field and potential
Electric potential is found from
Poisson equation. Five-point scheme
is used for finite differences equation.
Poisson equation is solved by "successive over relaxation" method
speeded up by Chebyshev method. At
any boundary segment Neumann or
Dirichlet condition can be used.
The value of electric field is
found from E = −∇ϕ equation. Two
point scheme is used to find gradient
at inner grid nodes whereas single
sided finite differences are used at the
boundaries.
Magnetic field is assumed to be
static and pre-defined. Radial and
axial components of magnetic field are
considered.

Figure 2. Scheme of numerical algorithm.
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C. Integrating motion equation
"Particle-grid" model directly traces trajectory of macroparticles. Motion equations are solved using 3D "leapfrog" method proposed by Boris5. Numerical algorithm applies universal high performance subroutine for both electrons and ions.
D. Speeding up of numerical simulation
From the first sight computational requirements of "particle-grid" model appear to be quite high. Actually it is
necessary to trace variations of electrical field at distances less than Debye length. In this case the size of the grid
should be about 1600 per 1200 nodes for KM-37 thruster. But this constraint is bypassed by introduction of artificial
dielectric permittivity of vacuum ε 0′ = ε 0τ 2 . Increasing of ε 0 by τ2 times extends plasma layers by τ times because

Debye length increased by the same factor. First of all this allows enlarging of grid step and thus decreasing number
of particles in collection. Secondly, plasma oscillations are slowed down. This approach is also used in6.

E. Testing numerical algorithm
Numerical algorithm of fully kinetic model
is complex and includes dozens of subroutines
so they should be tested both separately and at
integrated tests.
Poisson equation solver was tested on analytical periodical function. Peak discrepancy
between exact and numerical solution was less
than 4%. Gradient subroutine was tested in the
same manner and the error was less than 10%.
"Leap-Frog" particles pusher was tested by
modeling of single electron motion in crossed
electrical and magnetic field. As a result cyclotron motion was observed with the frequency
near to analytical one. Radius of the orbit corresponded to theoretical. Also it is very important
to check conservation of magnetic moment that
underlies the effect of electrons locking in double sided magnetic bottle. Because linear velocity of electron at turn points tends to zero, magnetic field strength values at these points must
be equal. Figure 3 shows magnetic field strength
at each point of travel trajectory of electron. It is
clear that average values of magnetic field
strength at turn point are equal.
Neutral gas outflow to vacuum was compared with numerical simulation results of other
programs. Results differ from each other by 1015 %. Also self consistent plasma in closed
simulation region was modeled. Frequency of
plasma oscillations observed was equal to theoretical one. Numerical heating was also observed in accordance with7. Parameters of nearwall sheath (value of potential drop, wall floating potential) gained numerically were in a good
agreement with theoretical ones.

Figure 3. Testing subroutine of motion equation integrating.
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F. Facilities and numerical algorithm performance
Software package was developed using Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003 development framework. Computational experiments were performed on Windows compatible workstation:
CPU: AMD Athlon64 3500+
RAM: 1Gb Dual Channel 128bit DDR400
Operating System: Windows 2003 Server
The time elapsed for computational experiment depends on the character of ionization oscillations of modeled
operating mode of Hall thruster. This is explained by that the average number of plasma particles in discharge with
low-amplitude oscillations is greater than in deep-oscillating discharge. Computation of 1000K iterations (dt = 10-10
sec, 59x50 grid, τ ≈22, 40K plasma particles) took in average 2-3 days. At the 117x99 grid and 150K of plasma particles every iteration takes about 1 second.

IV.

Results

A. Output parameters of Hall thruster
Several operational modes of KM-37 Hall thruster of the power range from 165 to 360 Watt were selected for
numerical simulation. There were investigated dependencies of output parameters on discharge voltage at the constant gas flow rate. Magnetic field was adjusted to provide minimum of discharge current at each operational mode.
Experimental output parameters are shown in table 2. The values of specific impulse and thrust efficiency are given
without losses of power in magnetic system and cathode.
Table 2.
Experimental output parameters.
Discharge
Discharge
Discharge
Specific imThrust
Gas flow rate
Thrust
voltage
power
current
pulse
efficiency
Ud, [V]
ma, [mg/sec]
Nd, [W]
Jd, [A]
R, [mN]
Isp , [sec]
ηR
250
0.8
165
0.66
8.53
1087
0.275
375
0.8
259
0.69
11.8
1500
0.336
500
0.8
360
0.72
14.14
1800
0.347

Output parameters obtained from computational experiments are shown in table 3. All computational experiments were conducted with identical parameters – grid size, macroparticle size, τ parameter, etc. Here and further all
computational output parameters and spatial distributions are averaged through at least two ionization oscillations
periods after converging of numerical simulation.

Discharge
voltage
Ud, [V]
250
375
500

Gas flow rate

ma, [mg/sec]
0.8
0.8
0.8

Discharge
power
Nd, [W]
136.625
195.75
291.625

Discharge
current
Jd, [A]
0.5465
0.522
0.58325

Table 3.
Numerical simulation output parameters.
Specific imThrust
Thrust
pulse
efficiency
R, [mN]
Isp , [sec]
ηR
10.107
1287.84
0.467
12.631
1609.45
0.509
15.933
2030.20
0.544

The trend of specific impulse and thrust efficiency growth at raising discharge power seen in KM-37 Hall
thruster was also observed in computational experiments. These trends are shown in figures 4 and 5. Nevertheless
the values of thrust and specific impulse exceeded experimental values by 13% in average that results in exceeding
of thrust efficiency by 18% in average. These discrepancies are systematic and have no influence on the trend of
thrust efficiency growth. The origin of this mismatch become evident after investigation of thrust efficiency structure.
Discharge current in KM-37 Hall thruster is weakly dependent on discharge voltage and mainly defined by gas
flow rate. Discharge current grows up from 0.66A to 0.72A when discharge voltage is raised from 250V to 500V
according to the experimental data. Values of discharge current obtained computationally make 75 - 85% from experimental values. The trend of discharge current growth was observed only at 375 and 500V modes.
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B. Structure of thrust efficiency
The structure of thrust efficiency was investigated for each modeled operational mode. Experimental efficiency
coefficients presented in table 4 were calculated according to methodology described in8. Efficiency coefficients
obtained from numerical simulation are presented in tables 5.
Without consideration of doubly-charged ions thrust efficiency is a production of three efficiency coefficients η R = η a ⋅ηu ⋅η e . First parameter η a ≡ γ eff2 = M < υi > 2 / 2eU d is acceleration efficiency. Second parameter

ηu ≡ α = m& i / m& a is utilization efficiency that shows effectiveness of neutrals ionization. Third parameter
ηe ≡ β = J b+ / J d is electrical efficiency that shows how many electrons are necessary to produce one ion. Here
< υ i > is mean ions velocity, Ud is discharge voltage, Jd is discharge current, J b+ is ions beam current, m& i , m& a mass
flow rate of ions and neutrals. Last column in the tables shows the ration between obtained thrust R and theoretical
thrust R perf = m& a ⋅ 2eU d / M .

Ud, [V]
250
375
500

ηR
0.275082
0.335673
0.347245

Table 4.
Structure of thrust efficiency - Experiment.
R/Rperf
α
β
γ
0.758
0.681
0.730
0.561
0.800
0.695
0.777
0.633
0.805
0.674
0.800
0.657

Table 5.
Structure of thrust efficiency – Numerical simulation.
Ud, [V]

250
375
500

ηR
0.467271
0.509038
0.544084

α

β

γ

R/Rperf

0.938
0.972
0.987

0.991
1.078
0.980

0.709
0.697
0.750

0.665
0.678
0.749

First evident discrepancy between experiment and simulation is found in electrical efficiency. The values of β
gained numerically are near unity whereas at 375V operational mode β even exceeds a unity. At the same time, experimental values of β usually lays in a range between 0.6 and 0.7 for KM-37 Hall thruster. The values of β in the
neighborhood of unity mean that the ions beam current is comparable to or larger than discharge current. The same
peculiarity was discovered in9. High values of β can be charged to following reasons. First of all in a majority of
numerical models "classical" conductivity of electrons is not enough for providing real transport of electrons towards anode. This model considers only "classical", coulomb and near-wall collisions so the values of discharge
current are less than in real Hall thruster (75 – 85 % of nominal value) that raise the value of β. Secondly, numerical
simulations were performed assuming simple sheath model near ceramic walls. This model uses total near-wall potential drop only as boundary condition for reflecting electrons whereas potential is determined with null electric
field normal to surface boundary condition. Therefore ions are insensitive to electric field that in fact accelerates
them towards the wall. This leads to underestimation of ions losses to ceramic walls and thus increases the value of
β. This also explains the higher than experimental values of utilization efficiency α.
Efficiency coefficients gained from numerical simulation along with experimental ones are shown on figures 68. It is evident that the growth of thrust efficiency at raising power of discharge generally results from continuous
raising of utilization efficiency α. This tendency was gained both experimentally and from numerical simulation. It
is proposed that the tendency of utilization efficiency growth is connected with the growth of electrons temperature
at raising discharge voltage (see figure 9). There are two competitive processes responsible for ionization frequency
ne ⋅ <σiυe> – density of electrons ne and volume rate of ionization <σiυe>. Volume rate of ionization <σiυe> rises
more rapidly (from 4.0⋅10-14 at Te = 12 eV to 1.0⋅10-13 m3/sec at Te = 20 eV for maxwellian electrons) than density of
electrons ne falls with the growth of discharge voltage. Therefore the frequency of ionization is raised with Te
growth.
Next reason of thrust efficiency growth at raising discharge power is continuous growth of acceleration efficiency γ. This is evident from experimental curve on figure 8. At numerical simulations the growth of γ is observed
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only at 375 and 500V operational modes. The value of γ for 250V lays between γ for 375V and 500V. Acceleration
efficiency depends on distribution of plasma potential in discharge chamber and position of ionization core. Figures
18 and 20 show that the length of noticeable potential drop is shorter at 500V operational mode than at 375V operational mode. Furthermore while axial positions of ionization core are almost the same, core lengths at 500V is less
than at 375V (see figures 12 and 14). Thus more ions are accelerated by greater potential drop and that is why γ at
500V is greater than at 375V. Potential distribution at 250V operational mode differs from 375V and 500V modes.
Noticeable potential drop at 250V mode is even shorter than at 500V mode (see figure 16). But ionization core at
250V mode is noticeable wider. That is why acceleration efficiency at 250V mode is smaller than at 500V. Furthermore electrical field near metal wall is stronger at 250V mode thus leading to higher wall losses of ions.
C. Electrons temperature
Distributions of electrons temperature Te are shown on figures 17, 19 and 21. White lines represent magnetic
field lines. As it is shown on figure 9 the peak and average values of temperature are raising with discharge voltage
growth. This tendency is proved by probe measurements of plasma in the Hall thruster of larger power but in the
same range of discharge voltage10.
Let's proceed to the structure of Te. At the area of near-anode extension Te slightly varies with the discharge
voltage and makes 2 – 8 eV. The area of maximal Te is situated in saddle point of magnetic field at all operational
modes. Saddle point is an area where strength of magnetic field has maximum in axial direction and minimum in
radial direction (see figure 22).
Electrons are thermalized in the area of cathode plasma, e.g. Te is near constant along each magnetic field line11.
At the same time thermalization is violated by high Te gradients along magnetic field lines in discharge chamber
area.
D. Ionization core and structure of plasma
Figures 10, 12 and 14 show distributions of ions density. Distributions of electrons density is near to ions density but doesn't provide full quasineutrality due to presence of artificial permittivity of vacuum in the model. Nevertheless we assume that ion density represents the density of plasma in a discharge.
It was found that the structure of plasma is similar for all modeled operational modes. One can mark out socalled ionization core – the area where average ions density is maximal (because just born ions has small velocity).
Both size of the core and peak density of ions depend on discharge voltage. The most expanded ionization core with
greater ions density was observed at 250V mode (Δlioniz ≈ 6 mm и nimax = 4.6⋅1017 m-3). The smallest ionization core
and ions density were observed at 500V mode (Δlioniz ≈ 3 mm и nimax = 4.0⋅1017 m-3). Thus plasma density falls with
the growth of discharge voltage. The reason of this phenomenon is that the velocity of ions rises more rapidly than
the out flow of ions with discharge voltage growth.
Analysis of plasma distributions obtained numerically shows that the position of ionization core depends on
magnetic field topology. This correlation can be mathematically expressed via equation that gives projection of
magnetic field gradient on direction normal to magnetic field line λ:
B × grad B
gradB =
.
(4)
⊥λ
B

[

]

Distribution of the gradient is defined by equation (4) shows that radial position of ionization core coincides
with radial position of gradient maximum in discharge chamber (see figures 11, 13 and 15). There is some displacement of ionization core in axial direction towards chamber exit.
The region of cathode plasma is also observed at plasma density distributions obtained numerically. It is visually similar to so-called bridge between cathode and hall thruster's body (see figure 23). Temperature of electrons in
cathode plasma is about 5 eV whereas the density is about 2⋅1017 m-3 regardless of discharge mode.
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V.

Conclusion

A. Summarizing of results
Following conclusions can be made by summarizing obtained results. The model and numerical algorithm adequately describe the tendencies of output parameters in Hall thruster. The raise of discharge voltage leads to growth
of thrust efficiency. Detailed investigation of thrust efficiency showed that the main reason for thrust efficiency increase is continuous growth of utilization efficiency at raising discharge voltage. It's generally connected with the
growth of electrons temperature that leads to increase of ionization frequency. Acceleration efficiency rises with
discharge voltage growth too although this trend is not continuous as in experimental data.
Analysis of plasma density spatial distributions showed that ionization core exists in discharge chamber of KM37 Hall thruster. Position of ionization core coincides with the area of maximal value of magnetic field gradient.
This allows predicting of plasma discharge structure in real Hall thrusters and gives the ways to increase thrust and
specific impulse by reducing wall losses. It is also aids in predicting lifetime of Hall thruster.
It was found that the area of electrons temperature peak lays in the so-called saddle point of magnetic field.
B. Future work
Despite that the model demonstrates promising results it is necessary to carry out following additional work.
First, it is necessary to introduce self-consistent near-wall sheath model for ceramic walls. It allows more realistic modeling of ions dynamics near walls that will give the opportunity to solve directly the problem of lifetime prediction. The structure of thrust efficiency will be assessed more realistically.
Second, it is planned to introduce doubly charged ions in simulation. This will allow to find their influence on
thrust efficiency structure and output parameters.
Third, it is necessary to improve numerical algorithm performance by using multiprocessor computing.
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Figure 4. Specific impulse vs. discharge voltage.

Figure 5. Thrust efficiency vs. discharge voltage.

Figure 6. Utilization efficiency α vs. discharge voltage.

Figure 7. Electrical efficiency β vs. discharge voltage.

Figure 8. Accelerating efficiency γ vs. discharge voltage.

Figure 9. Electrons temperature vs. discharge voltage.
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Figure 10. Ions density, m-3.
Discharge voltage 250V.

Figure 11. Magnetic field gradient.
Discharge voltage 250V.

Figure 12. Ions density, m-3.
Discharge voltage 375V.

Figure 13. Magnetic field gradient.
Discharge voltage 375V.

Figure 14. Ions density, m-3.
Discharge voltage 500V.

Figure 15. Magnetic field gradient.
Discharge voltage 500V.
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Figure 16. Plasma potential, V.
Discharge voltage 250V.

Figure 17. Electrons temperature, eV.
Discharge voltage 250V.

Figure 18. Plasma potential, V.
Discharge voltage 375V.

Figure 19. Electrons temperature, eV.
Discharge voltage 375V.

Figure 20. Plasma potential, V.
Discharge voltage 500V.

Figure 21. Electrons temperature, eV.
Discharge voltage 500V.
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Saddle point

Figure 22. Topology of magnetic field for 250V operational mode.

Figure 23. Plasma jet of KM-37 Hall thruster.
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